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Abstract - The three region hypothesis (3RH) resolves LANR systems into
three different types, based on three different locations in solid state, loaded,
metallic palladium or other Group VIII metal or alloy. 3RH is suggested by the
multiplicity of OOP manifold groups and it is consistent with experimental data,
palladium material science, and the multiple time constants previously reported
which characterize ‘heat after death’.
Index Terms - Optimal operating point, Three Region Hypothesis

1.1 Introduction - Lattice Assisted Nuclear Reactions are Real
Lattice assisted nuclear reactions [LANR] are real. Nuclear reactions can be assisted by an
active metallic lattice which has been loaded with the isotopic fuel, creating an alloy such as
PdDx, if driven with adequate deuterium flux and a high enough loading ratio D/Pd [7,31,32].
LANR can produce more output heat than an ohmic control for the same electrical input,
[called “excess heat”; 1,2,4,5,6,7], by reactions creating de novo nuclear products such as
helium-4 [He4, 3,8,10], tritium [9,11,15], and other isotopes [12,13,14]. Pd/D2O/Pt LANR
devices, using OOP control (Figure 1) exhibit net energy gain, robust enough to drive
functional Stirling engines. Corroboration has included heat flow measurement, redundant
calorimetry [1,23], verified by thermal waveform reconstruction and noise measurement.
Performance depends on loading rate, loading achieved, preparation of the sample, and its
prehistory, including whether it was driven outside of the optimal operating point manifold,
sample integrity, contamination, and materials which might quench performance [1]. IR
imaging and thermometry (SPAWAR and JET Energy) indicate that the heat source is the
cathode.
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Figure 1. Correlation of LANR foci to an Optimal Operating Point manifold

3RH [24, 25] posits that successful, LANR [1,23] is generated in one of three (or more)
different sites within the deuteron-loaded metal, including the palladium lattice (Figure 2).
Each location has its own, differing, rate of excess heat, tritium, and helium production. Each
location is linked to a different group of optimal operating point [OOP] manifolds which
characterize active LANR samples and devices. The OOPs result from deuteron flux, best
analyzed by the quasi-1-dimensional (Q1D) model of isotope loading.
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Figure 2. Three Types Palladium LANR sites (3RH Regions 1,2 and 3)

2.1 Background - Quasi-1-Dimensional Model of Deuteron Flux
Several of the difficulties of achieving LANR are explained by quasi-1-dimensional (Q1D)
model of deuteron loading [17, 26-32]. Most importantly, the cold fusion/LANR deuteron-flux
equation (Equation 1) teaches exactly why successful LANR is not simple electrolysis, as
commonly taught. The deuteron fluxes include the bulk entry of deuterons (JE) into the loading
palladium, gas evolution (JG) arising from the surface of the palladium, and the desired fusion
reactions (JF), if any. These three deuteron fluxes must be distinguished [26] at the surface of
the low hydrogen-overvoltage Pd, with its surface populated with atomic, diatomic, and bulkentering deuterons. Division of each deuteron flux by the local deuteron concentration yields
the first-order deuteron flux constants, kE, kG, and kF [with units of cm/sec, respectively].
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Equation 1
The first-order deuteron flux equation (Eq. 1) relates the three components of deuteron flux at
the surface of a LANR device. The first order loading flux rate constant (kE) is dependent on
the applied electric field intensity minus the first order gas loss rate constant resulting from gas
[D2] evolution at the cathode (kG). The first term of the Equation has geometric and material
factors, L is the characteristic length, BD is the diffusivity of the deuteron, and the ratio of two
energies, the energy resulting from the applied electric field intensity (qV; where q is the
electronic charge, and V is the applied voltage) and the energy resulting from thermal disorder
(kB*T; resulting from Boltzmann’s constant kB and temperature, T). Eq. 1 teaches what exactly
controls loading, net bulk cathodic deuteron gain, and ultimately the desired LANR reactions.
Equation 1 demonstrates that competitive gas-evolving reactions at the metal electrode surface
destroy the desired reactions. It also shows how the ratio of the applied electric field energy to
thermal energy [kB*T] are decisive in controlling the loading flux of the palladium by
deuterons. Successful LANR experiments are dominated by this ratio which reflects the ‘war’
between applied electrical energy which is organizing the deuterons versus their randomization
by thermal disorganization.

2.2 Background - Q1D Result: LANR is Quenched by Electrolysis
NOTA BENE: The major implication of Equation 1 is that LANR reactions are quenched by
electrolysis, which is opposite the conventional “wisdom” that LANR is ‘fusion by
electrolysis’. In fact, as Eq. 1 proves, the exact opposite is true [26]. The Q1D model’s
Deuteron Flux equation (Equation 1) reveals that the reason many of the critics and researchers
missed LANR (other contamination or material issues) is that they were looking in the “wrong
place”. The equations predict that the ideal system involves a relatively low current, high
electric field intensity, with small electrolysis (relative to loading and fusion) because the
evolution of D2 gas is mutually exclusive with the desired reactions [26].

2.3 Background - Optimal Operating Points (OOPs) and LANR
Optimal operating points and the OOP manifold groups appear when the calibrated output
data of LANR (excess heat, excess power gain, or de novo incremental helium-4 or tritium
production) is presented as a function of the input electrical power [1-10]. The optimal
operating point (OOP) is the relatively narrow peak of the biphasic LANR production curve.
The optimal operating point is but one focus at which the system can be driven. The rest of the
foci, other possible points at which the system can be driven, are the “Optimal operating point
manifolds”. OOPs arise out of theoretical work from the quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) model
of isotope loading into a metal [26,27] which also gave rise to the codeposition [32].
Figure 3 shows an OOP manifold for a Pd Phusor®-type LANR device in heavy water
accompanied by ohmic joule controls. The horizontal axis is the input electrical power, for 1 to
7 watts input. The vertical axis is the excess power output (watts). The peak output is near ~3.6
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watts input power. Two regions of less than optimal output can be seen bordering the OOP,
which occur because of inadequate loading (to the left of the peak) and wasteful electrolysis (to
the right) [1,26,27].

2.4 Background - OOP Manifolds Are Important
OOPs and their manifolds are important for several reasons. First, LANR production data is
much clearer as to origin and saliently better organized along the electrical input power axis
(watts). Examined this way, it dispels the LANR “irreproducibility” myth, and what was
disordered becomes ordered. Second, LANR is better controlled. Many early false “negative”
LANR reports and widespread difficulties in observing the desired reactions are, in part, the
result of failing to operate at the OOP [26,27,1,31,32]. Third, OOP understanding enables one
to standardize examination of specimens and materials, normalizing treatment of samples. OOP
characterization allows determination of maximal sample activity (MSA). Fourth, OOP
manifolds appear to characterize most, if not all, of Pd-deuteride and other LANR systems (2),
and explain a vast set of experimental data, not otherwise explicable. They have shown their
worth by being proven useful to control LANR, photo-irradiation sensitivity of LANR cathodes
[16,6], and “heat after death”.

Figure 3. Optimal Operating Point (OOP) Manifold for Pd LANR Device

Thus, OOP manifolds, loading/loss ratios, and the qV/kB*T ratio, in LANR systems are as
fundamental as the understanding of frequency is to an electrical engineer or physicist. Once a
student of science learns Fourier series - the transformation of time (seconds) to frequency
(1/seconds or Hertz), there is no turning back. From this came, high fidelity audio systems, FM
and spread-spectrum radio, etc. Similarly, in solid state physics and metallurgy, the
transformation of distance (x) to “reciprocal space” (1/x) revealed a universe of Brillouin
zones, Fermi energies, and activation energies from which there was no turning back. From this
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has come transistors, computers, LEDs, etc. In this light, optimal operating points are such a
transformation converting the time functions of applied voltage and electrical current to input
electrical power.

2.5 Background - OOP Manifolds Are Universal
OOP manifolds describe a large group of LANR systems. OOPs and their manifolds appear
to characterize most LANR systems [for products excess heat, tritium, and helium; 28-30].
OOPs characterize output for heavy water helium production, excess power gain from Pd/D2O
LANR systems and devices, for high impedance [Pd/D2O/Pt, Pd/D2O/Au] LANR devices, for
excess heat in light water nickel systems, and Ni/H2OxD2O1-x/Pt and Ni/H2OxD2O1-x/Au]
LANR devices, for codeposition systems and codeposition Phusor®-type LANR devices, for
tritium generated from codeposition and “FPE” heavy water systems, and for commensurate
excess heat and helium production in palladium-black systems [17, 28-30]. Figure 4 shows
OOP manifolds from several independent investigators of excess power gain and incremental
helium-4 and tritium production. The horizontal axis is the electrical power input [log watts].
The vertical axis is linear.

Figure 4. Multiple Optimal Operating Manifolds of Worldwide LANR Systems

3.1 3RH: Three Regions of LANR Behavior
Each palladium region looks different. At the top left of Figure 2 are shown palladium
surface globules (A; produced by codeposition upon copper by Frank Gordon, Pamela Boss,
and Larry Forsley [19]) involving at least several atomic layers. Palladium rods develop from
the globules (B), produced after applied electric fields. This is region 1 in 3RH. To the top right
of Figure 1 show morphologies (E) generated by acidic electrolysis generating nanotubes
(courtesy of Prof. Dash [20]). This, too, is Region 1 in the 3RH hypothesis. The top middle
image shows the occasional local melting of the palladium surface (C), presumably from the
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desired reactions. Below it, in the center is a Pd melt cavity produced by cavitational LANR
reactions (D) (after Roger Stringham [21]). The volcanic-like burst changes in Pd seen with
SPAWAR codeposition and cavitation LANR in thin Pd foils loaded by “sonofusion”
(Stringham) suggest melting and subsequent re-solidification of molten metal, reminiscent of
nuclear fission fuel metal damage (spontaneous Californium “spike damage”). These show
Region 1 and part of Region 2 in the 3RH hypothesis.
Below on the right bottom side are detailed Pd fabrication layers (F), 40 to 100 nanometers
wide with a thin CaO layer intercalated (courtesy of Dr. Y. Iwamura [22]). These are Region 2
in the 3RH hypothesis.
Below on the left bottom side are Prof. Y. Arata’s [3] nanomaterials (G) made from
zirconium, leading to spherules superior to palladium black (courtesy of Talbot and Scott
Chubb). These show Region 3 in the 3RH hypothesis.

3.2 3RH-OOP Interrelationship
The three different regions of LANR which are distinguished can be mapped onto Figure 4,
as shown schematically in Figure 1. This shows three groups of OOP manifolds along the input
electrical power axis. The 3RH connects each to a different site in the material.
REGION 1 - In Figure 4, the first group of OOP manifolds (Region 1) are on the left hand side.
Region 1 involves the most superficial portions of the palladium, including surface dendrites
and a variety of micro- and nano-particles, that characterize electrodeposited, and codeposited,
palladium alloys involving at least several atomic layers. These surface sites, generated via
codeposition and conventional LANR produce tritium.
REGION 2 - In Figure 4, the second group of OOP manifolds (Region 2) are in the central
portion of the figure. Located deeper in the metal, subsurface Region 2 is metallic lattice
physically located beneath Region 1, existing as a thin rim under the surface in the range of 40
microns to millimeters. Subsurface sites (Region 2) yield heat and helium production and
transmutation products. They characterize conventional LANR (“FP”) systems which make
excess heat with commensurate helium production in palladium with heavy water, and excess
heat with nickel systems in both light and heavy water.
REGION 3 - In Figure 4, the third group of OOP manifolds (Region 3) are on the far right side.
Region 3 represents deeper sites in the deeper metallic lattice in the deep bulk or palladiumblack systems which efficiently yield heat and helium production. Region 3 is less commonly
involved in LANR, perhaps only in the very rare reports involving paroxysmal energy release
from larger volumes. It appears to be involved with Arata’s palladium black in dual cathodes
[3].
This separation of LANR analysis into three sites might be quite important for two reasons.
First, there may be disparate behavior for each site, with varying (possibly unique) products,
rates, sensitivities, and problems. Second, such an analysis, allows semiquantitative
measurements at each of the various locations involved.
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3.3 3RH: Nature of 3RH-OOP Coupling
Figure 1 shows a schematic zone containing LANR foci (left) generating excess power,
linked to one optimal operating point manifold (right). The relative height of the data points,
which comprise each of the “Gaussian”-shaped OOP curves shown in Figures 3 and 4, is
proportional to the product output, that is, the helium-4, tritium, or excess heat produced of a
LANR specimen, material, or device driven at its OOP. The OOP height is thus a measure of
the potential LANR activity of all available N# microsites and their number. The applied
electrical power couples to the LANR microsites, each of LANR activity, A#. That activity will
be zero if the device or sample is not active, is nonfunctional, is driven improperly, is not
loaded, or has fractured or deloaded, etc. Each active microsite receives a fraction P#/Pinput of
the total input electrical power.
N# * P# = Driving Power (watts) = Input Power Operating Point (IOP)

[Eq. 2]

3.4 Measurement of 3RH-OOP Coupling - The Excess Power Generation
Equation
The modified, volume-corrected, multi-site, Excess Power Generation (EPG) equation
connects the three groups of OOP manifolds to the three sites. We corrected and expanded
Dave Nagel’s surface monitoring equation [33] to the modified, volume-corrected, multi-site,
Excess Power Generation (EPG) equation [24,25] for use with OOP manifolds [33,34] and for
scientific use. The EPG shown in Equation 2 is a double summation (or double integral) where
the summation is over each of the three regions, and over depth. The area is A. There is E
energy per reaction and XSE is the excess energy, so dividing it by the time, T, yields the
excess power, XSP.
XSE/T =

[A * (depth)] * Fvol * [N/(A* depth-sec.)] * F



* E = XSP
Equation 3
theor

Summation occurs over each of the sites, in the surface, subsurface and deep volume. The
first term on the right hand side of the equation is the actual volume involved with active foci,
followed by the fractional active palladium sites with defects etc., as required, within that
volume, followed by the reactions per second at each of those sites within that volume, and
finally a theoretical term (between zero and 1), and the energy per reaction (E, ~24 MeV per
fusion reaction). Ftheor represents several factors that control, or throttle, the coupling of the
He4* to the lattice. It varies from 0 to 1, and thus handles the coulomb barrier problem by using
several theories and factors [35-42].
An actual LANR sample comprises a population of ~1020-1022 candidate nuclei (among
deuterons at ~1:1 ratio) which if active fuses ~1012 deuterons/second for each 1 watt of excess
heat produced. The circa-21 to 24 MeV excited He4* is coupled coherently with the loaded
crystalline lattice by the optical phonons[42], consistent with Mossbauer effect [42-45]. The
phonons, energies ~32-48 milli-eV in two bands [46-50], are the “oil” lubricating the transfer
of energy from the excited nuclear state of helium to the lattice [1].
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4.1 Theoretical Predictions of the 3RH Model
Prediction 1 - To test the 3RH hypothesis, expected output was generated, to be compared to
what is observed (Figure 4). The volumetric ratio of the active sites was modeled as 5% of the
total for the subsurface region (Region 2), and 1% of the total for the codepositional volume
(Region 1). Figure 5 is the result of this first generated OOP from a model 3RH system in Pd. It
can be seen that the 3RH-model generated OOP manifolds have a general qualitative agreement
with what is actually observed for the locations of the OOP manifolds along the input electrical
power axis (Figure 4). The match is non-quantitative, but suggestive. Furthermore, the 3RH
OOP manifolds generated indicate that a wide variation in the distribution of foci density
apparently exists in the codepositional region (Region 1). This may be possibly consistent with
the great diversity of nanostructures of palladium (Figure 2). It can be seen that with further
refinement a reasonable match to what is observed may be possible by the 3RH model.
Prediction 2 - Given the apparent success of generating something like the observed OOP
manifolds from the 3RH model, a second prediction can be made. If the applied power is linked
to the number of active sites, then as more active sites appear, for the same activity of the sites,
the OOP manifold should swing to the right.
N# * A = XSP (excess power, watts)

Equation 4

This has been observed for LANR systems of both conventional, metamaterial Phusor®-type,
and codepositional LANR systems as the excess heat increases during ‘maturation’ of the
devices [1].
Prediction 3 - An additional prediction is that the height of each OOP manifold should
increase as the manifold swings to the right, because with n-times more active sites (if the
activity per site is maintained), then the height of the OOP manifold also increases by n-times.
This has been observed, and reported [ICCF10].

Figure 5 - Theoretically Derived Optimal operating point manifolds
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4.2 Supportive Evidence - The 3RH is Consistent with Previous Reports
The 3RH is consistent with the known, unique material science, complex behavior of
palladium [25], and its unusual binary alloy (hydrogen is a metal), a vast set of LANR
experimental data [28-30], and with ‘heat-after-death (HAD) excess heat’ evanescent decay
kinetics [2, 51,52]. These, and as the OOP manifolds corroborate (Figure 4) warrant
consideration of the 3RH secondary to a variety of LANR sites. Palladium is a unique metal
[53-57] discussed in considerable detail elsewhere [25] and has a behavior pattern consistent
with the 3RH hypothesis. The time derivative of the excess energy “heat after death” [HAD,
57,2] is the tardive thermal power (TTP). TTP produces HAD, which is a heterodyne “excess”
energy which continues to be generated even AFTER the input electrical energy is shut off. The
poorly-chosen term ‘Death’ referred to the termination of input electrical power in Pons’ cell,
which by definition occurs in the HAD region. In the original “HAD” reported by Pons and
Fleischman, the electrolysis cell had finally run out of heavy water (due to the electrolysis)
thereby unintentionally and inadvertently creating the region of no further input electrical
power, because the electrical circuit was ‘open circuited’.
We previously reported at ICCF10, and thereafter, that TTP information was resolvable using
high impedance Phusor®-type LANR devices and “Dual ohmic control calorimeters” after they
were loaded, activated, and driven at their OOP [28-30], and analyzed for their kinetics [51,52].
Tardive thermal power (TTP) appeared to occur in palladium in heavy water, but much less so
in nickel with “pure” light water for JET Energy Phusor®-type spiral wound cold fusion
cathodes. Furthermore, we have used lumped parameter electrical analysis of the TTP-active
system. The loaded active palladium lattice’s deuteron-loading capacitance is ~64 micromoles
per volt*. The systems’ admittance for the desired excess enthalpy TTP reactions is ~7
picomoles/[sec-volt*], and that capacitance is dwarfed by the system’s deloading admittance
for loss of deuterons by outgas which is ~15 nanomoles/[sec-volt*]. The kinetics reveals HAD
evanescent heat generated by two (or more) sites [24,51,52]. Most of the sites have TTP which
falls off with a time constant of several minutes, but some of the sites had a time constant of
~20 minutes to hours [51,52]. This is consistent with vicinal surface [16] and deeper [1,2] sites,
with the longer time constant secondary to the deeper location within the lattice. We suggested
in 2005, a two-site TTP reaction system in the palladium heavy water Phusor system. This was
felt to be consistent with both deep, and the more superficial, perhaps ~100 micrometers from
the surface, sites previously suggested both in our data and in other codepositional results
[1,16].

5. CONCLUSION
With the three region hypothesis (3RH), there is an attempt to resolve the observed output of
LANR systems and devices into three different types, at three different physical locations, or
sites, in the solid state, loaded, active, metallic palladium lattice. 3RH links each of these
physical locations to one of three specific groups of OOP manifolds, which appear when
analyzing LANR output as function of input electrical power.
3RH is suggested by existence of three OOP manifold groups, which appear to characterize
all known LANR samples and systems [28-30]. 3RH is consistent with experimental data,
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including the material science and complex behavior of palladium [25], and our previous
reports of (at least) two time constants characterizing ‘heat after death’ excess heat [2, 51, 52].
3RH enables potentially active LANR regions on a physical specimen to be better analyzed,
with deconvolution of each site’s differing excess heat, tritium, and helium production rates.
3RH may better enable LANR to be examined semiquantitatively by the Excess-PowerGeneration (EPG) equation [24, 33, 34]. 3RH analysis with the EPG equation appears to be
helpful in the analysis of LANR excess heats [1,2] correlated with near-IR detection emission
in 2-D.
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